29th

Nothing of importance to report except the appearance of a large square loop-hole opposite BUISY which might be meant to hold a small field gun. Two casualties during the day, one man, Pte. G. LAWRENCE wounding himself in the foot whilst cleaning his rifle.

30th September 1915

Court of Enquiry on Pte. G. LAWRENCE found that wound was due to negligence.

During the day the Germans threw a number of rifle grenades, whiz-bang’s and two six-inch howitzer shells into the TAMBOUR DUCLOS, our guns retaliating in the morning and afternoon. L/Cpl. DACK and Pte. MEYER were both seriously wounded by one shell, L/C DACK dying before removal from the Regiment Dressing Station Aid Poet. Later a shell burst at the entrance of one of the saps killing one man of the 7th R.W.KENTS and wounding 4 others and a man of the 80th Coy. R.E. the latter dangerously, Reports were received of German offensive mining under BUISY and arrangements were made for holding it lightly by day, and patrolling it at night, bombing parties being detailed on either side of it.